Quantification of slow flow using FAIR.
Phase contrast (PC)-based MRI methods are considered to be the most accurate approach for spatially resolved flow quantification, but the measurement of very slow velocities requires signal detection at long echo times and the application of strong field gradients. On the other hand, measurements based on time-of-flight or inflow effects can be conducted at short echo times and without flow-encoding gradients. A method for imaging flow at velocities of the order of 0.1 mm/s is presented and validated here. It consists of measuring the apparent spin-lattice relation rate (R(1)*) of the flowing fluid using magnetization preparation by alternating slice-selective and nonselective inversion pulses (FAIR or flow-sensitive alternating inversion recovery) and a fast gradient-echo detection sequence. This method is appropriate for the quantitative imaging of slow flow at low Reynolds numbers in fluids where the T(2) values are too short to allow sensitive flow measurements by phase contrast-based methods.